
Self-guided tour booklet for the Rusty Box THOW 
 
Hello and welcome to the TC Tiny Rusty Box model, my name is Tom Coupe, I’m a construction Artist, now 
based in Geelong. I work single handed most of the time so apologies if I’m not able to speak with you at the 
expo, My contact details are easy to find, if you are interested in my work then please get in touch.  
 
This is a quick description of this build, followed by a long one. Please read as much or as little as you wish.  
 
This is a complex house; its minimal appearance is both deliberate and deceptive. In short, this house is 
intended to be: 
 
-Environmentally Sustainable 
-Bushfire Resilient 
-Portable 
-Comfortable 
-Affordable 
-Accessible 
-Replicable 
 
All my info on fire proofing and tiny house construction is free to anyone who wants it, I believe that Australia 
needs a lot of these in the years to come and I cannot build them all. This is my sixth fire resilient Tiny house 
and my tenth Tiny all up. They are all different and will continue to be in the future.  
  
The Story  
The house in front of you has a unique story and design, it’s a one-of-a-kind and part of the evolution of fire-
resistant houses worldwide. I have designed and constructed almost every piece from scratch, all with the 
aim of creating the most fire resilient structure possible on a 3.5 tonne chase.   
 
Starting at the dawn of the pandemic in 2020, I begun building this house for myself to live in full time, it still 
bears some aesthetic scars of a lockdown build, material shortages and availability issues can still be spotted 
by the astute observer. Four months later I did move into it, living for one full year until August 2021. During 
this time, I gained invaluable experience regarding the tiny lifestyle, the off-grid systems and thermal 
dynamics. Since last September I have remodelled this house using my live-in experience to finalise a 
practical, artistic, sustainable house for full time living.  
 
The result is a house which is heavily fire resistant, comfortable, passively heated, environmentally 
sustainable and which now forms the basis for future designs.  
 
For a changing environment in which many people find themselves outside of the traditional housing market 
and within increasingly large bushfire zones, I believe we need accessible, affordable and reliable fire 
resilient housing solutions. Houses which defend themselves and your belongings from a fire and storm 
without any human intervention.  
 
It must be said that this is not a Bunker, it’s not for humans to stay in during a fire. I do take the temperature 
of the interior very seriously, if the interior gets too hot during a fire then much of the services and appliances 
will be rendered unusable, so it is designed to stay reasonably cool. However, there really is no need for 
anyone to be near this house in an emergency, lock-up and leave early.  
 
Fire proofing 
Fire resistance is priority number one of this design, intended to survive BAL 40 conditions (second highest), 
every component of this house has been designed and built to increases the chance of survival in the most 
severe of bushfires. There is no official rating for Tiny House On Wheels, (THOW) and the Australian 



Standards were not written for small portable houses, nor were they written for catastrophic fire conditions. 
For this reason, most of the techniques are new to the Tiny house market and the housing market in general, 
many have been borrowed from other industries or invented for this purpose.  
 
Many of the techniques are subtle, invisible and tiny. This is a result of some very important testing and 
research. The most important philosophy I try to impart on others is that bushfires do not set fire the outside 
of the house and burn through to the interior. The opposite is true, houses catch fire on the inside and burn 
outwards. The inside of the house is often the most flammable part of the landscape, synthetic materials, 
cooking gas, electrics, oils and aerosols. In contrast, the outside of a house is often the least flammable part 
of the environment, flat, weather resistant surfaces intended to survive the harsh Australian climate. It is 
the weak points which must be addressed, the parts of a house which could let in any of the eight bushfire 
elements.   
 
The cladding is often the first part of a house which people consider, it’s visually striking, often spoken about, 
it’s exciting and often the topic of innovation and discussion. Cladding is however, the last component which 
matters, regardless of the material. What I look for in a cladding is an insulative measure which protects the 
wall construction from heat, the walls contain services which are extremely difficult and expensive to 
replace, and which melt at around 100 degrees. I’ve chosen Magnum board for this house, yes, it is heavily 
fire rated, however it is the insulative properties which attracted me to the product, it’s also a sheet cladding 
with few joins which is resistant to debris and adds to the bracing of the house.  
 
All my fire proofing techniques are listed at the back of this booklet, they are extensive. I don’t use all of 
them on every house and the list was created for Flame Zone builds. However, the vast majority can be 
spotted within this build in some capacity.  
 
Sustainability.  
I have made great efforts to reduce the embodied carbon within this build. I used a strong house design to 
reduce the steel in the trailer, then timber joists over steel. The size and weight is no larger than it needs to 
be, and the magnum board cladding is also a low carbon product.  
 
The timber is reclaimed as much as possible, the frame was milled from fire killed Radiata pine logs in 
Kinglake. Plantation pine was used for the ply.  
 
Gasless appliances have reduced the ongoing carbon output down to zero. The only emission from this house 
is hot air from cooking and air conditioner, when the shutters are used correctly, even the air conditioner 
isn’t required.   
 
I take lifetime very seriously when it comes to sustainable construction, it is not sustainable to build houses 
twice, even tiny ones. This is one reason why I begun building fire resistant structures. Preventing losses to 
bushfire increases the sustainability of the Tiny House movement.   
 
Shape 
Like all my Tinys, this is a Semi-monocoque Design. It’s relatively un-known within Tiny houses, but common 
in other vehicles such as boats, aeroplanes and cars. This is a simple construction concept which uses the 
body of the structure as the support mechanism. In this house I have utilised small windows on the sides and 
placed the larger door opening on the front. I’ve also used sheet cladding and lining. By doing this, the walls 
now become structural members and as a result there is little to no flex in this house. This helps lower the 
trailer requirements and in turn, the embodied carbon of the house.  
 
Straight, uninterrupted walls are lighter, quicker, stronger and cheaper to build. As much as possible, the 
studs and battens run uninterrupted through the house.  
 



The simple light shape allowed weight, time and money to be spent on the more important fire proofing 
components.  
 
Height is a large factor when it comes to fire defence: low houses attract less radiant heat, debris and wind. 
This house is low on the inside and low to the ground, removing the wheels allows for an even lower build 
than most with easy front access.  
 
The skillion roof allows for a lot of solar panels on the roof 
 
Accessibility 
With a background in inclusive playgrounds, I’m always looking for ways to reduce physical requirements for 
the users of whatever I build. When it comes to live-in tiny houses, much of the target audience is at an age 
where they may be restricted in their movements or be looking towards a time when they are. I’m not usually 
in that category myself, however, whilst living I this house, I incurred a work-related back injury. I was able 
to discover first hand just how useful some of the designs elements were for those with limited mobility.  
 
The low entry point to the house is the easiest on the market and makes any access ramp very short. There 
is no internal steps, stairs or lofted storage.  
 
The bed is high, this can assist getting in and out, something I was most grateful for. Surrounding the bed is 
timber shelves and vertical posts and steel trellis, all useful in climbing out of bed should you be inhibited. 
The curtains can be open and closed from the bed and the kitchen can be used from the spinning chair 
without leaving the table.   
 
I’ve installed a seat in the shower, it’s small but proved to be great asset to assist in washing toes or to sit 
down if standing is difficult.  
 
To date, it has not been tested by anyone in a wheelchair, it wasn’t designed for that, preferably, that would 
be a custom build. All feedback on this front is welcome.  
 
Thermal dynamics 
As well as fire resilience, this house is passively heated, no heater is required at all, tried and tested. I built 
the house to keep out hundreds of degrees on the outside, so keeping 20 degrees on the inside is incredibly 
easy. The thermal dynamics for both summer and winter are the best of any house I have lived in, Tiny or 
not. The shutters and eaves play their part during summer. The triple glazing, insulation and seals do their 
best work during winter.  
 
Wood heaters and gas services provide many potential fire hazards, so removing them completely is the best 
option, by using electric hot water and an induction stove, no carbon emissions are emitted, or fossil fuels 
consumed.     
 
Off-grid Services 
This house is about as self-sufficient as one can get. The electricity is extensive, not inexhaustible it must be 
managed but it is enough to heat water for showers, cook and run the appliances in normal conditions. There 
is 80% solar coverage on the roof plus two on the northern wall. The inverter is a 5000-watt Victron with 48-
volt lithium batteries. There is a mix of 12 and 240-volt lights on the interior, should the batteries run low, 
the 240-volt inverter will cut out leaving enough charge to run lighting and charge a phone from the 12-volt 
port.  
 
The 400-litre water tank was enough for me to live off, only needing 2 top ups in 12 months, however, a 
larger water supply would be advised if possible. Enough water lands on a tiny house each year to sustain 
one occupant, but storage is an issue.  



 
There is an aerial mounted to the rear, it’s a mobile phone repeater, used to amplify a small signal into 
something more usable. Most noticeable in its upload speed. The device is a Cel-Fi, without a hard-wired 
internet connection, this was a life changer.  
 
The Airhead composting toilet is brand new; I have used these models before with great success. They are 
small and easy to install. They also provide small but consistent ventilation which is required in a Tiny House.  
 
Aesthetic Design 
My choice of colours and appearance has many influences, I’m a former playground artist so many of my 
designs feature playful colours and elements. During this time, I also developed a style known as ‘farm-punk’ 
a mix of industrial and steampunk elements which highlight the robust nature and purpose of the house.  
 
Further the playground influence is the Australian DIY Tiny Culture. I was inspired by many constructions 
built in recent times which use reclaimed and raw materials in a step away from the chic, well-polished 
modern homes.   
 
On the exterior I’ve used a rusty paint finish, Porters, with black trim which blends well with the Australian 
bush to reduce the visual impact on the landscape. The multitude of large fixings and steel trim is derived 
from submarines and ships of the 1800s.   
 
The interior design is based on the idea that Tiny houses are predominately night-time spaces, I’ve lived Tiny 
for several years, including in this house, I can testify to very few of the daylight hours being spent inside. As 
a result, I used dark colours and antique whites to make for a pleasant evening and deep sleep.  
 
Natural finishes were selected over artificial, the timber is reclaimed, brushed Oregon, The walls are timber 
ply and the bedroom wall is the hide of a Scottish Highland bull. This also helps with fire protection as 
synthetics are a major hazard for house fires and bushfire.  
 
Framing 
Like the rest of the build, the frame is unique. As mentioned, this is a Semi-monocoque design, this dictates 
that the frame is light, and the strength is in the walls. This frame is built from pine which I milled myself 
back when I lived in Kinglake. The studs and battens are 30x45mm without knots or defects, the combination 
of vertical stud and horizontal batten is what provides the strength and a 90mm wall thickness for insulation.  
 
These small sizes are much stronger than they seem, the cavity in the battens allows pipes and cables to be 
threaded around the studs, instead of cutting through them. The windows and doors are set within these 
spacings so that most timbers are in continuous spans from end to end. Furthermore, the perimeter shelving 
on the interior adds significant strength, so too does the built-in furniture. All up, this is an incredibly sturdy 
frame with minimal material.  
 
Between the stud and batten lies an impermeable membrane with Earthwool insulation either side. This 
creates an excellent thermal barrier along with preventing condensation build up, both the internal and 
external linings allow for the air to breath away from the centre of the wall.   
 
The timber wall is imperative to the fire proofing, timber is an excellent insulator, it will not conduct heat 
through to the services lodged in the wall cavity. Timber also remains stable under heat, not expanding or 
becoming structurally unsound. Many people use steel for fire resilient constructions, this presumes that the 
frame will come under flame attack. It’s my firm belief that when a frame is under attack by flame, the rest 
of the house has already succumbed to the fire.   
 



I use the interior ply as a structural member. This provides the strength over the windows, no lintels or beams 
needed for a light structure and double sheeted walls. This saves on timber and weight, allowing the fire 
proofing to fit on a relatively light chase.  
 
There are a number of short internal walls, two of them are carefully placed over the front wheel arch, acting 
as an additional brace to transfer the outer wall weight onto the trailer bearers.    
 
Windows 
This house stands out with its seeming lack of natural light. I never had a problem with the lack of light and 
for good reasons. 14% of the floor area is represented in glass on this house, that’s just a few percentages 
below the average Australian home and double the legal minimum for a dwelling. With light coming from all 
four directions and never being more than one metre from the glass, I found that the interior was surprisingly 
well lit up.  
 
The smaller windows provided a huge amount of wall space to facilitate the facilities, furniture and storage. 
Wall space becomes one of the most valuable assets when living Tiny, for this reason, all windows facilitate 
storage shelves above them and benches or beds below them.  
 
All windows are weak points for thermal dynamics. Direct sun will heat up a Tiny in just minutes with radiant 
heat, then let out all the heat at night through their poor insulation values. Minimising the size and number 
of windows assists in creating a comfortable environment for the occupants in all weather. Northern 
windows require eves to block the high sun, eastern and western windows require shutters to block the low 
sun, even in spring and autumn. Very little winter sun is required to heat this house, it generally stays around 
20 degrees all winter.  
 
For bushfire, windows are the greatest weak point. The conduction of heat, acceptance of radiant heat and 
heat convection through seals is enough to destroy the house on its own.  Glass is also vulnerable to breakage 
during fires and storms. For these reasons, the glass is triple glazed, toughened and argon filled. 
Furthermore, all thermal bridges have been avoided and non-conductive, debris resilient shutters are fitted 
on the exterior. All of this is very expensive and heavy, more reasons to reduce the window numbers and 
size.  
 
Furthermore, wall space on the exterior of the house is very important, solar panels, shutters, pipes and 
tanks all need to fit on the exterior. Larger windows become difficult to shutter and overlapping is an issue.  
 
The triple glazing also has additional advantages, less condensation and noise protection. Coupled with the 
shutters, this made for an excellent sleeping environment, day or night.  
 
The initial setting for this house was within a village or cluster of Tiny Homes, for this reason. Privacy and 
sound were taken very seriously. Large open windows looking into the living space were not desired.   
 
Doors 
Both the door and opening bedroom window are large weak points for fire. They are both double lipped and 
built from dense Australian hardwoods, resilient to flame, heat conduction, heat convection and sound. 
More about bushfire doors can be found at the rear of this booklet.  
 
Roofing  
Tin is a weak point for fire, contrary to common conception, steel is a poor choice of fire proofing material. 
This is due to its high heat conductivity, high expansion and crumple ability. When it is used, the frame behind 
it must be protected from the heat, the rivets must be steel not aluminium, and the flashings should be filled 
with insulation to reduce hollows.  
 



I use additional screws on my roofs, similar to cyclone requirements. The overlaps are riveted between 
battens and additional battens are installed to reduce the movement. The additional battens are also 
required to hold down the solar panels and prevent them from blowing away in the extreme fire winds. I’ve 
filled the gaps on the underside of the flashings by cutting and folding the flashings into the corrugations. 
This is a level of workmanship which is only possible on small houses.  
 
The gutter has a perforated steel guard on it, it’s all small and strong to stop it from blowing away. It should 
be removed before driving on the road. From the gutter, the water runs into a first-flush-diverter, a pipe 
system to trap sinkies and floaties before they enter the tank. It’s a plastic pipe, so that a fire will melt it 
away and prevent drinking water from being contaminated by melted solar panels and paint in the days after 
a fire.  
 
  
Lay out 
This house has wheel arches, lowering the house as much as possible is a bushfire defence, as a result, the 
wheel arches are prominent on the inside and create a gally type floor plan with kitchen on one side and a 
couch on the other, the door on the draw bar creates a great entry deck and the bedroom window faces east 
for sunrise. The couch is high for additional storage, the door is off centre which allows for a 900 wide toilet 
and shower.   As a tradesman, I need to be able to make a mess, the entrance doubles as a mud room so 
boots and work clothes don’t make it through to the living area. The work desk is as far away from the 
sleeping quarters as possible with a curtain which separates the rooms if required.  
 
Ventilation  
Tiny Houses require ventilation, lots of it. Sometimes cross ventilation through windows and doors is enough. 
Sometimes you need extractor fans, I even have an extractor on a timer so that the air can be exchanged 
daily as the environment dictates.  
 
The most powerful extractor fan is the air conditioner which can function without the cooling effect, this is 
perfect for dragging through cool evening air after a hot day. With the cooling on the air can be dropped by 
around 5 degrees, it’s enough to make the sleeping easy but not enough if the shutters have been left open 
on a hot day, it’s important to use the passive cooling and heating mechanisms appropriately.  
 
The air conditioner extracts its air from beneath the bed, creating a cool air flow towards the rear of the 
house. Permanent fans are also installed, out of accidental reach. When living off grid, energy efficiency must 
be taken very seriously so fans and natural ventilation are preferred over air conditioners.   
 
Vents do present a major fire hazard, they can allow pressurised hot air, smoke and embers into the 
vulnerable interior, all these vents come with ember guards and bushfire stoppers.  
 
Appliances 
Top quality appliances have been used throughout this build, it’s for good reasons. Energy efficiency for one, 
quality goods, especially the water pump will use less energy, saving on solar costs. Sound is another, all the 
appliances are within a few metres of the bed, so a quiet fridge is essential. The induction stove also saves 
energy thanks to its excellent thermal controls.   
 
The appliances on display are all included in the sale price. Fridge’s, kettles, even the plates have been 
selected to suit the house so they will belong to the new owner at the end of the Sydney Expo.  
 
 
 
 
 



Replicating 
I’m not a mass producer, of Tiny houses, nor will I be. This house is designed as an attempt to simplify Fire 
Resilient housing, whilst this is a complex build, the solutions which I have used are all intended to be copied. 
As much as possible, I build with readily available materials and small handheld tools, I’ve chosen and 
aesthetic style and engineering which I believe can be copied by most DIY builders with a bit of assistance.  
 
The fire proofing techniques listed below fall well outside the Australian Standards for bushfire fire 
construction, they are not certified in any way. I offer them as statement of my own research, testing, designs 
and experience. For anyone who wants to make their Tiny House fire resilient, this is surely a great starting 
point.  
 
Bushfire proofing measures for Tiny Houses on Wheels 
By Tom Coupe, TC Tiny 
February 2022 
 
Bushfire elements to defend against and their time frames: 

1. Flame   - Seconds, up to 1200 degrees in brief bursts.  
2. Radiant heat  - Seconds from canopy fires, hours from ground fire.  
3. Embers  - Falling for hours, wind-driven for minutes, pressure forced for seconds. 
4. Wind    - Minutes with short bursts in all 6 directions 
5. Heat conduction  - Minutes above 100 degrees, hours below 100 degrees  
6. Debris   - Minutes 
7. Smoke    - Days or weeks, pressure forced smoke for minutes.   
8. Pressure change  - Seconds, positive and negative flows with high force.  

 
Design Requirements: 

1. -Must be bushfire resistant to the highest level 
2. -Must give confidence to the owner as to the safety of their possessions.  
3. -Must be usable by people with a variety of physical capacities.  
4. -Must function as a house 
5. -Must not function as a person bunker 
6. -Must also defend against storm, flood, tree fall and pests.  
7. -Must be repairable by local trades with easily obtained materials.   
8. -Should have low environmental impact.  
9. -Should have an attractive appearance which draws attention to its purpose.  
10. -Should remain usable after a fire with minimal renovations  
11. -Should be replicable by others in a similar form.  
12. -Should remain bushfire resistant after damage  

 
Design principles: 

1. Robust shape to deflect heat, wind and flame.  
2. A focus on weak points, not cladding. 
3. Low to the ground to reduce wind catchment  
4. Flat external surfaces to repel flame 
5. Well-sealed for smoke and thermal control 
6. Reduce combustible materials inside and out 
7. Use materials which remain stable under heat  
8. Insulation in walls, doors and windows 
9. Resilient to impact 
10. Fire resistant inside as well as out 
11. No thermal bridges 
12. No melting points below 800 degrees on the outside 



13. Fire-proofing each wall twice, three times for joints.  
14. Use non heat conductive framing materials.  
15. Bracing in multiple forms and layers.  
16. Use many small fixings rather than a few large ones.  
17. Require door shutters to be closed from outside to avoid use as a bunker.  
18. Double-stop doors, windows and shutters. 
19. Steel to be used only as an outer skin, must have non-conductive, no combustible backing.   
20. Allow for expansion in metal under heat.  
21. Minimise glass and door area. 
22. No verandas, carports or raised decks attached. 
23. Designed to survive for a category 3 tornado or cyclone, not just fire.  

 
 
Design elements: 
Doors and windows 

1. Doors and windows open outwards to defend against embers 
2. Timber door and window frames to reduce heat conduction and maintain stability under heat 
3. Steel lips on outside face for ember proofing 
4. Silicone lips on inside for smoke and heat defence 
5. Triple glazing, argon filled toughened glass for insulation and impact 
6. Timber jambs and sills to remain stable under heat  
7. Steel architraves on exterior 
8. Recess door jamb to increase stability of door and shield from damage and embers.  
9. Aluminium fly screens 
10. No plastic in door latch 
11. Heat resilient silicone on glazing and joints 
12. Intumescent calk between frame and jambs 
13. Gas struts installed inside the window, not outside 
14. Large bolts and locks for use by weak or injured fingers.   
15. Bolts on corners of doors and windows to prevent warping under heat.  
16. Ironbark and jarrah timber used on door and window plus sills and styles.  
17. Self-leveling silicone seal on bottom of door 
18. Intumescent door seals not to be used as embers and smoke will come without heat.  
19. Joints within silicone door seals glued with additional heat resistant silicone 
20. Strong fixings and hardware to defend against negative exterior pressure.  
21. Steel front on door creates outer stop, glazing lip, flame proofing and additional joint strength. 
22. Heavy duty screws used to hold door and window joints; glue may fail under heat.  
23. Additional fixings with clearance holes on all metal components to reduce warping under heat.  
24. Steel hoods over windows to protect against falling debris and radiant heat. 
25. Additional fixings used on any attachments such as hoods or pipes to prevent tearing away in wind.  

 
Shutters 

26. All windows and doors to have shutters 
27. Large handles on shutters for easy closing  
28. Steel front to defend against debris  
29. Ironbark frame for increased stability under heat 
30. Double lip on edge to defend embers and radiant heat 
31. Non-conductive backing to reduce heat conduction through to glass 
32. Large backing plates welded to slide bolts for additional fixing strength.  
33. No gas-struts to avoid explosions of compressed gas 
34. Multiple slide bolts and hinges to reduce warping under heat and defend against pressure change 

 



Walls + floor 
35. Pine frame to reduce conduction and environmental impact 
36. 15mm Ply membrane mid-wall, roof and floor to defend impact, smoke and heat conduction 
37. Horizontal timber battens increasing strength of studs 
38. Bugle screws used to fix framing members at every joint for strength.  
39. Timber battens painted with intumescent paint in case of damage to outer skin 
40. Glass wool insulation inside the membrane 
41. Mineral wool insulation outside the membrane for flame resistance after damage 
42. Mineral wool Is 5mm thicker than cavity, providing impact resistance to cladding 
43. Magnesium board cladding to defend flame, heat conduction, impact and remain stable 
44. Intumescent calk in joints within cladding and ply membrane 
45. Steel cover strips over joints and corners 
46. Expansion holes around fixings of steel cover strips  
47. Expansion gaps in steel cover strips 
48. Additional cladding fixings in case of damage  
49. Perimeter beam around top of walls to defend against falling branches.  
50. Steal bracing strap used to pin all framing joints together from roof down to floor level 

 
Roof 

51. Pointed in shape to protect against tree fall 
52. Gable, hip or curved roof to reduce rafter spans and increase strength 
53. Checker plate steel sheet to defend against impact 
54. Magnum board below metal roofing to provide insulation and rigidity to steel.  
55. Heavy duty welded ridge cap to defend against falling branches 
56. Expansion gaps between checker-plate steel panels.  
57. If Colourbond is used, predrill screws to allow for more expansion 
58. Screw every rib on bottom batten, every second on intermediate battens  
59. No more than 4 metre sheets without over-lap to stop expanding steel from snapping screws  
60. Overlapping tin not to have screws fixing both sheets together to allow expansion 
61. Battens at 600mm centres 
62. Rafters set in line with studs at 600mm centres and fixed directly to studs with bracing strap.  
 

Interior 
63. No synthetic carpets or rugs used to defend ember attack.  
64. No mats in doorways.  
65. Install curtains above line of radiant heat.  
66. No flammable items such as fuel canisters stored inside.   
67. Wall lining is timber ply to add bracing and insulation.  
68. Interior wall is sealed to prevent wall-generated smoke from entering the room.  

 
Placement 

69. Tie downs fixed down to ground with concrete or anchors.  
70. Tie downs fixed to multiple locations on house in-case of damage.  
71. Clearance of 3 metres from small or non-flammable vegetation 
72. Clearance of 10 metres from flammable vegetation. 
73. Gravel surface under floor and surrounding one metre perimeter.   
74. No tree branches directly overhead.  

 
 
 
 
 



Services: 
General 

75. Number of service penetrations minimised.   
76. Pipes and vents to be sent though the floor and into the ground wherever possible.  
77. Pipes between floor and ground to be boxed around with cladding and filled with insulation.  
78. Bottom of boxing wrapped in hardwood sleepers and back filled with soil.  
79. Pipes to be non-conductive as the enter the house to avoid conducting heat into the inner wall 
80. No services to penetrate the roof, run through walls which face away from the predominant threat. 
81. Pipes which penetrate a wall to run along the wall and be boxed around for a distance of 1 metre  
82. Chimneys run through walls, not roofs, facing away from fire threat, boxed and cladded.  
83. Vents to have a radiant heat shield in front of ember mesh and be at 90 degrees to penetration.  

 
Electrical 

84. Trailer lighting and spotlights to be fitted away from penetration and cable to be boxed over 
85. Penetration holes for cables to be cut oversize and filled with intumescent calk 
86. Cladding penetrations to be backed with a timber board or framing member to facilitate calking  
87. Avoid solar panels on roof, install separately on southern edge of clearing.  
88. Reduce size of plastic lights to reduce fuel load.  

 
Plumbing 

89. No Gas appliances if possible.  
90. If gas is required, bottles installed well away from house and piped underground.  
91. Electric hot water installed inside to reduce pipe penetrations and reduce repair bill.  
92. Down pipes to be plastic so that they burn off and avoid contaminating drinking water  
93. Perforated steel gutter guard 
94. Gutters mounted so that leaf litter slides off, reducing reliance on maintenance.  
95. Steel ember guard on water tank to reduce water contamination.  
96. Steel rivets used, not aluminium  

 
Mechanical 

1. Place break-away system inside house or at front of drawbar to avoid explosion under house.  
2. Remove tyres upon installation.  
3. Timber joists and mudguards, not steel, to reduce heat conduction.  

 
Timber Usage 

4. Dense timbers preferred but not required.  
5. Only dry timber used to avoid gaps opening up 
6. Timber screwed on not nailed to reduce movement 
7. Corners routed or bevelled, not left square 
8. Holes and gaps filled  
9. Timber joints fixed with screws, not just glue which fails under heat 

 
Advantages of timber over steel, aluminium and fibro board 

1. Impact and vibration resistant 
2. Higher Insulative properties  
3. Remains stable under heat, this is most important in the use on doors, windows and shutters 
4. Holds fixings even whilst burning 
5. Remains structurally sound after its burned and super-heated 
6. Can’t melt 
7. Sustainable  

 
 



Sales Details.  
 
This Tiny house will be sold on or before the 4th of April, one day after the Sydney Tiny House Expo to make 
way for new projects.  
 
All official offers should be sent to tom_coupe@hotmail.com before 5pm April 4th. Current highest bid will 
be posted on the TC Tiny Facebook page or ask myself, Tom, for the current bid. Bids will be taken in 
$2,000 increments.  
 
$105,000 is the ‘buy it now’ price which can be made at any time, hand over will take place after the April 
4th to facilitate exhibition at Sydney.   
 
Delivery within Victoria is Included, Installation or additional transport can be negotiated after purchase.  
 
All appliances and furnishings are included in the sale price.  
 
Please speak to Tom if you are interested, or email for additional information.  
 
Tom Coupe 
0427320458 
Tom_coupe@hotmail.com 
 
TC Tiny can be found on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and web.   
 
 
 


